Missional Prayer
with Teens:
Creating spaces for
encounters with God

Lessons learned from
the
experience

TEENAGERS AND CREATIVE PRAYER:
Teens can easily see prayer as a boring activity, or only saved for emergency
situations. Therefore, it is important to think in a new way to create spaces
for teens to teach them about prayer. Creative prayer involves our senses
and bodies as a whole to communicate with God. It helps us to listen to
God’s voice in new ways, to realise that God is everywhere and to
communicate with Him in different ways. Prayer is a two-way conversation
with God. We don’t just pray to get things from God, but to live in a
relationship with Him. Creative prayer helps us to remember and do
something as a reminder of what we experience in this relationship.

Our thoughts on prayer are formed by our family and church traditions. In
some traditions, someone who prays has a specific method that is being
taught over and over. However, when we think about creative prayer for
teens, we need to be open to experience new ways in which to worship God.
Creative prayer is fresh, relevant and involves all our senses and body parts.

TYPES OF PRAYER:
Praise and worship (1 Chron 29:10-13, Luke 2:20)
Thankfulness (Ps 95:1-3)
Repentance (Ps 51:3-4)
Commitment (Luke 1:38)
Own needs (Mark 11:24)
Intercession (James 5:16, Eph 3:14-15)
Rest and listen (Luke 5:16)
Creative prayer isn’t always quiet. It can be interactive or a solo activity,
sometimes loud, always creative and makes use of all our senses. It makes use
of symbols, art, craft, music, literature, writing, acting out, praying together,
worship etc.
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EXAMPLES OF CREATIVE PRAYER STATIONS:
Clay – Use the clay to portray yourself through a symbol (flower, smiley face,
statue) or make something to remind you what you are praying for (joy or
healing) or a characteristic of God.

Candle – Light up a tea candle from a big candle as prayer for someone or
something, or as a sign of the Light of the world.

Pen and paper – Write yourself a letter from God, or write God a letter.

Clothes line and pegs – write down one characteristic of God and peg it on
the clothes line. Pray about it. This can also be done with prayer requests,
where someone else can take the request off and pray for it.
Prayer requests – Everyone gets the chance to write down a prayer request
and put it in a box. The requests are redistributed and prayed for. It can also
be colour coded (red is for family members, green for friends, yellow for your
town etc.)
Fire - prepare a safe space with sand or a fire pit where teens can write down
temptations that they face, or things they need forgiveness for. Throw
the papers in the fire as a sign that it is given over to God.

Cross – Make a cross out of popsicle sticks, twigs or any other resources.
Pray about the meaning of the cross while making it.

Beads – make a bracelet with wool/string and beads with different colours
having different meanings, or every bead representing a different person.
Different beads can also represent Fruit of the Spirit. Teens can take a bead
representing aspects they want to practise more.
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Anointing Oil – Teens can be anointed or anoint each other as a symbolic
sign. This can be used as a prayer blessing or the presence of the Holy
Spirit. Use a drop to make a cross on the forehead or hand.

Popsicle stick - Use a flat bowl with sand and write prayer requests on the
sticks and put in the sand when you prayed for it.

Seed planting – Use egg cartons and some soil and seeds to pray for growth
while planting a seed.

Bookmarks – Provide resources for making a bookmark as a reminder of
what has been learned/experienced at an event/camp.

Prayer cards – Make cards for someone that you are praying for with an
appropriate Bible verse.

Washing of hands or feet - This can be done as a sign of humility or
commitment or a sign of forgiveness or service.

Pray the Word – Select a Scripture passage and pray the words to someone
as encouragement. This can be done in small groups or together out loud.

Prayer dice – Make a dice and put a picture/symbol on every side. (food,
house, clothes, work, family, health) Everyone gets a turn to roll the dice and
pray for the top picture. This works very good for small groups and
families. You can also use a normal dice but give a topic for every number.
Prayer board or Graffiti Wall – can be used for different themes like
newspaper articles for prayer requests, names of God, things to be thankful
for, or news about missionaries.
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Maps – use maps of the world/country/town or floorplan of the school. Mark
areas or specific people that are being prayed for with stickers or pins.
Music – you can play some worship music and have the words available to
read and pray, or underline the words that have meaning to you. A variation
can be a soaking station where people can simply rest and listen to music to
become quiet in God’s presence. Cushions or throws can be put down so that
teens can lie down and listen.
Prayer Stones – Teens can write one of God's names or an encouraging
Bible verse on a stone. These stones can be packed on top of one another to
form an altar, a place of meaning, or given to someone as part of prayer.

Lessons learnerd at #imagine encounter stations:
Teenagers need to be alone but together – they value intimate time with God but
feel safe when they are amongst their peers.
Participation increases when there are choices – teens want to feel they own the
experience by deciding for themselves which prayer / encounter stations to visit
and in what sequence.
Variations on themes increases relevance - different topics, emotions and faith
issues help different types of teens to engage on various levels.
Creativity creates space for connection - teens on different faith journeys can
find unique meanings and applications for the same symbols.
Active praying increases focus - involving different senses and whole body
participation engages the whole of the teenager’s being in the experience.
Simplicity increases spiritual reflection - simple symbolic acts deepen awareness
of God’s presence (while not confusing participants with difficult steps).
Praying for/with teens helps that teens feel loved – creating the opportunity for
teens to pray for each other as well as having adults (a care team) who are there
for encouragement and prayer increases their feeling of belonging.
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IDEAS FOR CREATIVE PRAYER IN BIG GROUPS:
Popcorn prayers – in a group anyone can pray a short prayer of one word or
one sentence without any specific order, like popcorn in a pot.
Symphony of prayer

–

Everyone prays out loud at the same time.

Colour prayers – If you have a prayer meeting in a big room/hall, give every
corner or wall another colour and give a different prayer need to every
colour. When you are closest to the wall/corner you pray for that need.
Clothing prayers – Everyone with sunglasses pray for the darkness in the
world, everyone who is barefoot pray for missionaries, everyone with a
dress pray for women in need etc.
Prayer chain – You will need pens, paper strips and a few staplers. Write
down prayers and staple them together in circles around the previous prayer
to make a chain that can stretch across the room.
Bodily prayer – Use different postures to show different prayers, like
forming a cross, kneeling or lifting your hands up in praise.

POINTERS TO REMEMBER:
Creative prayer stations must have clear instructions that are easy to
use.
Everyone must be able to read one sentence and know what to do.
Don’t be too complicated, remember you are creating a space for
teens to connect with God, all the resources are just resources.
Do not create more work for yourself, set up prayer stations that
can be used more than once and in different ways.
Have a theme to work around.
Give teens enough time to complete their actions. Don’t rush them.
Do not be afraid to make use of silent spaces and time.
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